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Rosedale as a brand has engineered and manufactured an exceptional product line that 

includes top-of-the-line filtration solutions for various industries and for multiple reasons. 

Rosedale products are very reliable, efficient, of course popular when it comes to the field of 

liquid filtration systems and waste minimization. There is a wide selection of filter media under 

this subject to help you solve all your filtration problems. Under the category of Rosedale 

products the offerings include filter cartridges, filter bags, and perforated strainer baskets to 

fulfill many industrial needs. This entire selection features a variety of options such as 

disposable filter media, low-cost, cleanable stainless steel elements and high-performance filter 

cartridges. Now-a-days, Industrial Rosedale filters are widely used in various industrial 

marketplaces too. 

Rosedale Renders Ace Service 

The above mentioned innovative filtration products and solutions are thoroughly backed up 

with Rosedale’s assurance to their customers and different custom solutions. With the 

availability of attentive and knowledgeable service and a line of products, Rosedale caters 

comprehensive solutions that satiate every crucial industry filtration requirement. The experts 

at Rosedale offer friendly and thorough assistance along with convenient support and proficient  

trouble-shooting skills. Being a leader in the liquid filtration industry for more than 50 years, 

Rosedale provides state-of-the-art filters and industrial products that suit every industrial need. 

These filters are available in many sizes and styles. It has an impressive array of easy-to-install 

housing elements, replacement parts and service bags and baskets in its line of products. They 

also offer a huge array of products to fulfill water filtration problems. From the aforementioned 

gamut of products offered by Rosedale, industrial water filters are the most reliable and cost 

efficient solutions. The products offer excellent filtration and maximum dirt capacity as well.  
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Industrial Water Filters 

For fulfilling the requirement of pre-filtration of water at minimal flow rates, bag filters and 

housings are effectively used, whereas, on the other hand, cartridge filters and housings are 

simply used for particle removal. Nonetheless, with a host of industrial Rosedale products and 

solution, your filtration needs and problems are likely to get solved effectively.  

Also, to mention about the prices of the products, well they are competitively priced in the 

market. So if you plan to buy these filters, they are found at affordable rates. You can make the 

most of it.  

Indeed, by introducing a variety of filters and filtration solutions in the market, Rosedale has 

met every kind of industrial needs till date. Its standard filter components have a maximum 

capacity of 4.4 square feet of surface area. This defined volume is capable of tolerating plenty 

contaminants and industrial waste during the entire process. It is due to this quality, Rosedale 

filters are the most preferred choices amongst worldwide customers, and they definitely come 

handy in numerous industrial as well as domestic sectors too. 
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